Course Description

Release 8207

WebFOCUS Designer Series: Assembling Pages and Building Portal Applications

Course #: 104S8207  Type: Self-Study
CEUs: N/A  Price: US $600 | Canada $600

Summary

In this course, you will learn the basics of building portal applications with WebFOCUS Designer to support the key capabilities that enable you to maximize the power of your data as you create insights, analyses, reports, and visualizations.

This course offers a comprehensive study of building portal applications with WebFOCUS Designer and an interactive learning experience—three modular learning units, over 12 lessons, three unit technical challenges, a course technical challenge and an integrated AWS Cloud-enabled lab environment—collectively designed to build your proficiency as you move from unit to unit:

- Getting Started
- Creating a Portal
- Working with Pages

This self-study course is one of ten courses in the WebFOCUS Designer eLearning series—a self-paced learning path from getting started to accreditation—which includes seven other self-study courses, including Practice Exercises and Challenges and Accreditation Prep + Exam. See details and register.

Targeted Audience:

Users who are new to WebFOCUS Designer.

Prerequisites:

None.

Subscriptions and Bundles:
This course is also included in the following:

- WebFOCUS Designer eLearning Bundle

Questions?

Contact us at Learn_Now@ibi.com.